
Back Page Notes 
The entries in this booklet were submitted by Class of 1968 graduates on 
a voluntary basis, as a gesture of goodwill. We’re confident that many 
other classmates would have contributed to this project, if more time 
were available to solicit their participation. 

Also: 

• All submissions are unedited and presented in the order in which 
they were received. Any photos that were submitted also appear. 

• The names and photos attributed to these submissions appear as 
they were published in the 1968 NOWECA yearbook. Many of the 
women now have different “married” names. A few of the men have 
also changed their names, to avoid legal prosecution and / or former 
wives. We know where to find them, if there is a reward involved. 
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Our Simple Gift to the 
Class of 2018 
To the Class of 2018: 

It’s been 50 years since the Class of 1968 walked out the doors of St. Joseph’s 
Cathedral as graduates of Northwest Catholic High School. 

Some of us had big plans. Many of us had no plans.  But none of us knew where 
life would take us. 

We still have fuzzy recollections of our graduation day, and can remember how 
we felt. Excited. Hopeful. A bit fearful. These are feelings that you will likely 
experience as well. 

To put who we were way back then, as 18 year-olds, into perspective for you: 

o Most of us were born in 1950, and our fathers had fought in World War 
II and the Korean conflict; 

o In grammar school, we practiced drills to protect ourselves from 
potential nuclear bomb blasts; 

o We witnessed the assassinations of President John F. Kennedy, civil 
rights leader Rev. Martin Luther King, Jr. and Robert F. Kennedy; 

o We saw the first men launched into space; 
o Our nation was engaged in the Vietnam conflict, that took the lives of 

thousands of young men, including some Northwest grads; 
o There were race riots and major destruction in several US cities; 
o We had (and still have) the best popular music of any generation.  

This little booklet contains some lessons learned and words of wisdom from 33 
members of the Class of 1968. Nothing fancy or overly ponderous. Just honest 
thoughts. 

We hope you find something in here that helps you on your journey over the 
next 50 years. Or even over the next week. 

Enjoy your 50th Class Reunion in 2068. Blink your eyes, and you’ll be there. 

Have a great life.  

The Class of 1968 

 

 

   Mary Renkly Cameron 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Make sure the person you marry is your best 
friend and that you absolutely cherish and 
trust each other. The rest of a happily married 
life together will take care of itself. (Started 
dating at 16, married at 20 to my best friend, 
my soulmate and fellow ‘68 alumni Dave 
Cameron. More in love after 47 years than 
ever. 

 
Your character and integrity in all matters - 
both big and small - truly define you for a 
lifetime. You may be rich and successful but 
you won’t end up truly happy if you haven’t 
shown this in EVERY interaction in your life.  
 
You will NEVER regret how much love and 
attention you paid to your spouse, children, 
family members and good friends. That love 
will come back to you someday a 
hundredfold.  You will ALWAYS regret the 
endless (and needless) unpaid overtime hours 
you sacrificed for a ‘corporation’. 
 
The only way to truly be successful is to 
combine caring for people with giving ‘it’ your 
BEST effort.  

Find someone who can make you laugh a lot - 
and often!  It will help get you thru some of 
the worst times life will throw at you.  

 

 

 
 

     
      

    
 



  Cary Dunlay 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

I strongly urge each of you to open up an 
IRA as soon as you start working to 
prepare for your retirement. I would 
further develop a plan to make 
contributions on a weekly or at least 
regular schedule,  and stick to it. You will 
need a fortune to retire and you will also 
not believe over time how nicely that will 
grow. I had been given the same advice 
but pretty much ignored it for many 
years. 

  

I as lucky to have started…even late. I 
cannot imagine how much better this 
‘nest-egg’ would have been otherwise. As 
it is, it has grown well beyond my 
expectations and more than enough for 
me to live comfortably. 

   

Go with your gut. Your instincts are 
almost always right. In wrestling with a 
decision, your first reaction (unless one 
of rage) is again, almost always the 
correct one. 

 

 

  

    

   Barbara Roohr-Karas 

 
 

 
 John Mastro 

    

 
 
 
 

 

Some people come in our life as 
blessings. 

Some come in your life as lessons. 

- Mother Teresa 

 

She stood in the storm, 

And when the wind  

Did not blow her away, 

She adjusted her sails. 

- Elizabeth Edwards 

 

 

 

 

Lead by example, and never ask 
anyone to do something you 
cannot do for yourself. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 Donald J. Wynn 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

"It profits a man nothing to give his soul for the whole 
world ... but for Wales?" 

Sir Thomas More was executed on July 6, 1535 on a charge 
of high treason against King Henry VIII. Although the 
verdict was pre-ordained it was predicated upon the 
perjured testimony of one of history's most detestable 
characters, Richard Rich, who became Attorney General of 
Wales in exchange for his cooperation at Thomas More's 
trial. 

After thirty-eight years of litigation and courtrooms I can 
report that telling the truth remains a major challenge for 
our society. Countless factors contribute to this malady: 
intimidation; peer pressure; economic advantage and 
career advancement. Some cannot admit they were 
negligent or did something wrong. Still others cannot 
differentiate between the truth and a lie, the so-called 
pathological liar. Some people intentionally lie - simple as 
that. And so, to a large extent, that's what trial work is all 
about -ferreting out the truth. Determining who is 
believable. 

In the larger arena of life - truth defines character. And 
character defines the person. None of you are immune from 
the ethical dilemmas that inevitably await you. 

Character challenged individuals are at a distinct 
disadvantage in these situations. They are inclined to make 
the wrong choices. History instructs us that a lack of 
honesty is a recipe for unintended consequences which are 
oftentimes more serious than the underlying infraction. 
Does Watergate ring a bell? That cost a President his job. 

The obligation to tell the truth is not always easy. At times 
it can be painful, counter- intuitive and frightening. But it is 
a fundamental building block of what defines you and the 
reputation you will earn. And as with Richard Rich - your 
reputation once lost will never be regained. 

So as you emotionally mature at NWC in anticipation of 
your next phase in life, whatever that may be, please accept 
this one observation: the corruption of truth carries 
consequences - for you and the world around you. Just as it 
did in 1535. 

 

 

    Margaret Clark 

 
 

 
Harold Drabkin 

    

 
 
 
 

 

 

Many people will advise you to "find your 
passion" as the key to a good life. I 
suggest that focusing too much on that 
quest can distract you from trying lots of 
things, noticing what's around you, 
learning what brings you joy, and, when 
circumstances permit, stop doing things 
that bring you pain. If you have a true 
passion, most likely it will find you. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

What happens in high school does 
not define you. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 William Bouffard 

 
 
 

Susan M. Walker 

 
 

It took me 50 years and a Franciscan 
Charism to figure this one out. 
 
“God created this individual for whom I 
must have the utmost respect 
and reverence, which are virtues far 
beyond simple tolerance." 
         Build with Living Stones 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The most important lesson I have 
learned in 68 years, and certainly since 
1968, can be summed up in one word: 
ADAPT. 

 

  
 

    Kevin Christie 

 
 

 
Vincent Kraft 

 

 

 
 
 
 

 

I say to you today, my friends, that in spite 
of the difficulties and frustrations of the 
moment, I still have a dream. 

- Martin Luther King, Jr. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I have lived each and every one of these: 

- When one door is closing on you another 
will open, but you have to unlock it 
yourself. 

- In the land of the blind the one-eyed man 
is king. 

- Worry is interest paid on a debt that may 
never materialize. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

   
  



Susan Fay 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

If I could tell my eighteen-year-old self 
some important things (in very random 
order) I think these would be some of 
them: 
o Your mother was right...pretty much 

about everything. 
o Don’t fight with your siblings - 

they’re with you for the long haul. 
o Learn to ski and do it as often as you 

can.  
o Find a career that excites a passion 

in you. If you can spend 40 years in 
that field and still feel enthusiasm, 
you chose well. 

o Be kind to others, especially those 
who tick you off - it’ll annoy the 
heck out of them. 

o Know that all children need to be 
treasured - especially those who are 
hard to love. 

o The best feeling in the world is 
going to be helping a disabled child 
reach his or her potential for 
independence. 

o When people tell you that Africa is 
life-changing, believe them. 

o Try to see things from your 
children’s perspective. Talk it out 
and compromise when you can - it’ll 
pay off big time in the long run. 

o Watch for a guy named, Jeremy.  He 
will be the best life partner for you. 

o Be alert - Susie Walker is going to 
entice you into all kinds of 
escapades, but you know you’re 
going to say, “yes.” 

o Nothing will be more important 
than spending time with your 
parents as they age. Nothing. 

 

 

  

    Karen Mascolo 

 
 

 
Louise Blais    

 

 
 
 
 

 

 

 

Don't sweat the small stuff. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

My life's work is as a result of this: 

Sometimes adversity transforms you into 
an agent of change. Creating change is 
hard.  Lasting change cannot be 
forced.  Throw your dream out to the 
universe and believe.  People, places and 
things will appear to help you create 
lasting change and make your dream a 
reality. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



Thomas Clark 

 
 
 

William Ullmann 

 
 

I find the message behind these words to be 
helpful from time to time: 

                    Let nothing disturb you. 

                    Let nothing dismay you. 

                    All things pass. 

                    God never changes. 

I also find the Latin words below to offer 
good advice, although I don't always follow 
them: 

                  Semper ubi     Sub ubi 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Take advantage of your 
opportunities and don’t waste 
your potential. 
 

 

  
 

    Kathleen Stack 

 
 

 
 

ChristineThurston 

 

 

 
 
 
 

Travel is fatal to prejudice, bigotry, and 
narrow-mindedness, and many of our 
people need it sorely on these accounts. 
Broad, wholesome, charitable views of men 
and things cannot be acquired by vegetating 
in one little corner of the earth all one's 
lifetime. – Mark Twain 

The way to know life is to love many things.               
- Vincent Van Gogh 

I can’t change the direction of the wind, but I 
can adjust my sails to always reach my 
destination. - Jimmy Dean 

 

 

 

 

At the end of your life, you will not 
regret not having passed one more test, 
not winning one more verdict or not 
closing one more deal. You will regret 
time not spent with a husband, a child, a 
friend or a parent. – Barbara Bush 

 
She was an inspiration to so many. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   



Douglas Lescoe 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 In every life, no matter how full or empty 
one's purse, there is tragedy. It is the one 
promise life always fulfills. Thus, happiness is 
a gift and the trick is not to expect it but to 
delight in it when it comes. And to add to 
other people's store of it. - “Nicholas 
Nickleby” by Charles Dickens  

What did these people do when their families 
shrank?  They cried their tears, but then they 
did the vital thing: They built a new family, 
person by person. They came to see that 
family need not be defined...merely as those 
with whom they share blood... but as those for 
whom they would give their blood. – 
“Nicholas Nickleby” by Charles Dickens  

There are worlds without end in the universe, 
many of which are inhabited, as was seen by 
Moses, Abraham and other prophets of old: 

And he beheld many lands; and each land was 
called earth, and there were inhabitants on 
the face thereof.  - Moses 1:29 

If you look for the bad in people 
expecting to find it, you surely will. - 
Abraham Lincoln 

 

 

 

  
 

    William Boucher 

 
 

 
James Weaver    

 

 
 
 
 

 

One thing that I learned from being a 
father, and now grandfather, (2 
daughters, 4 grandchildren) is that kids 
do what they see you do, NOT what you 
say.  It has always amazed me how they 
picked up the smallest, seemingly 
invisible actions or whispered words, 
and then later would replicate this 
unbecoming behavior.  While a strong, 
direct "comment or suggestion" was 
somehow missed and \ or ignored!  It 
has never ceased to amaze me.   

 

 

 

1. Never, ever quit your current job 
until you have another offer in 
writing. 

2. Jobs are like walking up a down 
escalator – you need to run to 
get ahead.  Stop even for a 
moment and you’ll be back 
where you started. 

3. Every job involves sales – you 
need to sell yourself and your 
product to your boss every day. 

4. If you see a task that needs 
doing, just do it.  Better to ask 
forgiveness than permission. 

  

 

 

 

 

  



 Janet Conley 

 
 
 

Jose Creamer 

 
 

You are beautiful and whole just as you are. 
Sometimes our insides don't quite match up to 
what we are trying to be at 18. Don't worry so 
much about that. You'll develop along the way. 
This is only your launching pad, life is a 
journey, you are the soul taking flight. When 
you come to the edge of a cliff, see the 
possibilities before you and not just that edge. 
Life gets edgy, soften the rough spots by being 
kind to yourself.  Soft voice, soothing words, 
self care.  All will be well. 

 

 

 

 

 

The Class of 2018 is about to set off on a new 
adventure!  It is an ongoing journey that is not 
without challenges and filled with difficult 
decisions.  The most important thing I learned 
in the past 50 years since graduating from 
Northwest Catholic is that success in life 
comes from understanding what we are 
passionate about, and then following it, 
wherever it may lead us.  It is not important to 
try to do what others think we should do.  Our 
priority should be doing what we enjoy, living 
our lives in a way that makes us content and 
always living passionately. 

 

  
 

    Sharon Greene 

 
 

 
Stephen C. Smith 

 

 

 
 
 
 

No man is an island...because we are all part of 
mankind, any person's death is a loss to all of 
us: any man's death diminishes me, because I 
am involved in mankind and therefore never 
send to know for whom the bell tolls; it tolls 
for thee. - John Donne 

 Some men see things as they are and say why; 
I dream things that never were and say, why 
not. - originally George Bernard Shaw, and in 
1968, the year we graduated, Robert F. 
Kennedy, who was assassinated in 1968.  

 

 

 

 

I came to Northwest Catholic in September 1966 
from a small school in Somers, Ct.  I was surprised at 
the mental strength of my new classmates at 
NWCH.  

At the end, I needed a break, so I went to the Air 
Force. After 12 years, I left the Air Force and 
attended the University of Illinois majoring in 
Electrical Engineering (with 4 kids and my wife, Dee 
Dee, in tow.) 

I also received my law degree from the Univ. of Ill. at 
the age of 53. Right now, I am a Patent Examiner at 
the USPTO.    

Really, I couldn't have picked a better life, it all 
started when I attended NWCH. 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

   
  



Gordon G. Andrew 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Well if you care what people think, 

Like they supplied some missing link; 

They'll just stand back and watch you sink so 
slow. 

They'll never help you to decide, 

They'll only take you on a ride, 

After which they'll try and hide the fact that they 
don't know 

What you should do, where you should go, 

What you should do, where you should go. 

- From the song “Rollin Home” 

by Eric Anderson 

 

If you can talk with crowds and keep your virtue, 
Or walk with kings–nor lose the common touch, 
If neither foes nor loving friends can hurt you; 
If all men count with you, but none too much, 
If you can fill the unforgiving minute 
With sixty seconds’ worth of distance run, 
Yours is the Earth and everything that’s in it, 
And–which is more–you’ll be a Man, my son! 

- From the poem “If” by Rudyard Kipling 

 

 

 

 

  
 

    Robert Barrett 

 
 

 

Linda Kumpitch    

 

 
 
 
 

 

Here are my favorite words of wisdom 
written from William L Phelps (English 
Professor/Yale) to my Uncle William Dower: 
“ The final test of a gentleman, is his respect 
for those who can be of no use to him.” 
 
Another favorite…told to me by an ex-
employer from his father: 
“Don’t spit in clean water, because you might 
have to drink from it some day.” 
 
I have always tried to live up to both! 

 

 

 

 

 

Life isn’t about waiting for the 
storm to pass. 
It’s learning to dance in the rain. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 Anonymous Graduate 

 

 
 

 

 

I have seen a lot over the last fifty years. These 
thoughts all have meaning to me: 

- Do not ever forget where you came from. 

- You are never as important as you think you 
might be. 

 - There is no substitute for hard work (work 
“smart”), extraordinary discipline, and attention 
to detail. 

- Forewarned is forearmed. 

- Unspoken “GREAT IDEAS” are never heard. 

- Surround yourself with “diversity” of thought 
and attitude, those who will challenge status quo. 

- You can never be over prepared. 

- Never be afraid to try and fail, just as long as the 
lessons learned are taken to heart. 

- Egos are best left at the door, if real progress is 
to be made and achieved. 

 - Ingenuity should be fostered and encouraged, 
not ignored. 

- Be careful what you wish for if you have not 
prepared yourself for the journey. 

Just a few hard-earned lessons. 

 

 

 

 

 

           
        
        

      
         

    Eduardo Bello 

 
 

 
Mark Foerster 

 

 

 
 
 
 

 

 

No rain, no rainbows! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I urge you to please notice when you are 
happy, and exclaim or murmur or think at 
some point, ‘If this isn’t nice, I don’t know 
what is.’ - Kurt Vonnegut 

Of course the game is rigged, but if you don’t 
play, you can’t win. (Lazarus Long) - Robert 
Heinlein 

When the going gets weird, the weird turn 
pro! - Dr. Hunter S. Thompson 

I’ll be back after the break, don’t forget to tip 
your servers! 

 
Read Kurt Vonnegut. 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

   
  



  Evelyn Kahn 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

After graduating from NWCH, I did a gap year working for an 
ecumenical youth based social justice organization.  I trained and 
then covered NY and New England in the midst of controversy 
about the Civil Rights Movement and the Vietnam War.  That time 
“off” settled the question, ‘Will social issues always be somewhere 
in the front of your mind?’  I turned to college, then medical 
school, raising a family, but for this submission to a book for 
graduates of 1968 and 2018, l realized any pearls I’m inclined to 
share are shaded by that experience.   I tried to encapsulate some 
lessons I wish I’d learned sooner. 

This is corny, but it’s helped me to develop a practice of thinking 
of three things for which l am grateful as soon as l get up in the 
morning.  Then you can exercise, make a plan, drink water, 
whatever, but having the three things there gives you a branch for 
touching, grabbing, or reassurance.    

Value your parents as long as you have them.  My father died 
when l was fifteen; my mother when l was thirty, but I feel their 
love and influence every day.  I wish they’d been around longer, 
especially to be there for my children, but I imitate them and that 
seems the best I can do.  

Be brave about taking chances—to see the world, stand up for 
your beliefs, forge a new idea to reality.  I have precious few 
regrets about times l took a chance.  

Nurturing is important.  Lots of books and people will explain how 
to nurture your children or your garden, but experience has 
taught me also to pay attention to building and shoring up 
friendships, my own spirit, creativity, and relationships with the 
people the world sometimes treats as invisible – First Responders, 
school crossing guards, everyone who picks vegetables and keeps 
our world clean and organized.  Look them in the eye, learn their 
names, and say thank you. 

Be polite and, as often as possible, be kind.  Since the first week l 
attended medical school, I have seen examples of how the tiniest 
act of kindness or good manners can make a tremendous 
difference to patients, families, and co-workers. 

Value Justice.  I’ve had not only the privilege of working as a 
physician in three jails but also the ill fortune to be arrested and 
stay overnight in two.  Our system tries to be fair but does not 
always succeed.  There’s reason most religions tell us to visit 
prisoners.  They are lonely and often forgotten.  Remember them. 

 

 

 

  

  
 

   

 

 
 

 Daniel McIntyre 

 

 

 
 
 
 

(Evelyn Kahn…Continued) 

Democracy is messy and only works well when more citizens 
work hard at it.  Educate yourself and vote.  Then vote with 
your feet, that is, let your representatives know your ideas. 

Music and dancing are not only fun, but also good for your 
brain. Fit them in every chance you get.  Rest is also good for 
your brain, but more essential.   

Not everybody has faith in a named God, nor wishes to be part 
of organized religion, but anyone who has faith can tell you it’s 
a huge help in getting through challenging days.   Whatever 
your faith means to you, treasure it carefully. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Whatever you think you have, you 
have nothing to lose. 
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